1989 fox body mustang 5.0

The third-generation Mustang was produced by Ford from until It evolved through a number of
sub-models, trim levels, and drivetrain combinations during its production life. It underwent
updates for , and for a time seemed destined for replacement with a front-wheel drive Mazda
platform. However, company executives were swayed by consumer opinion and the rear-wheel
drive Mustang stayed, while the front wheel drive version was renamed the Ford Probe.
Enthusiasts group the generation into two segments: the â€” cars, with their quad headlight
arrangement, and the â€” cars, with their aerodynamic composite headlamps and front fascia
styling. Production ended with the introduction of the fourth-generation Mustang SN for the
model year. The model year Mustang was based on the Fox platform. This chassis was "Ford's
initiative to build a one-size-fits-all car to serve as a two-door sports car and a four-door family
car" with its initial use by the larger Ford Fairmont and Mercury Zephyr twins that debuted in
the model year. Two trim levels were available: the base model and the more luxurious Ghia
model. The Cobra appearance package also made its debut in and would continue through both
the and model years. The Cobra 17, produced featured black grille, trim and moldings with the
exception of the sail panels which were painted body color , as well as black lower body paint.
The door handles, door locks, antenna, and roof drip rail were bright. Color-coordinated dual
pinstripes in the wraparound body-side moldings and bumpers, as well as COBRA decals on
the doors were standard. All Cobras came equipped with a small, center mount non functional
hood scoop to provide clearance for the air cleaner due to the turbocharged 2. Rear spoilers
were not included on the models, as they made their debut on the mid year introduction of the
Indianapolis Pace Car replica. The Cobra 5, produced and the Cobra 1, produced received a new
front bumper and air dam with fog lights, non functional cowl-type hood scoop, and rear spoiler
all carried over from the earlier Pace Car replicas. Graphics included belt-line stripes, a
redesigned hood decal, and "COBRA" decals on both the side quarter windows and the rear
spoiler. Exterior trim on both the and Cobras was black, including the door handles, key locks,
antenna, and sail panels. Interior Cobra specific parts on all ''81 Cobras included "Engine
Turned" dash bezels and three COBRA emblems - one in each door panel and one on the
passenger side dash bezel. Drivetrains consisted of the 2. Ford commemorated this event with a
mid-year "Indy " Pace Car version 10, produced. All were finished in two-tone pewter and black
with orange and red graphics. The front end featured a unique front air dam with fog lights, and
a full length cowl type hood scoop, while the rear end got the new for rear spoiler all of these
additions carried over to both the and Cobra. The black interior featured Recaro seats with
patterned black and white inserts. Available were the 2. The production cars included a sunroof.
The removable panel roof option would not become an available option until the model year. In ,
the Cobra model was dropped in favor of the Mustang GT, which returned after 13 years. This
would garner the slogan, "The Boss is Back! The GT included the front air dam with fog lamps
and the rear spoiler from the Pace Car and the and Cobras. However, the full length hood scoop
from those models did not carry over and the smaller Cobra hood scoop made its return on the
GT. Only four colors were offered on the GT model and they consisted of dark red, bright red,
silver, and black. The 5. It also formed the basis for the "SSP" Special Service Package cars that
were used by government and police law enforcement, and were almost exclusively ordered in
the 2-door sedan bodystyle. The 4. The Ghia model was discontinued. All were carried over from
the Mustang II line. Supplies of the 2. The automaker had plans this engine would usher in a
new era in performance. The 2. The was the only V8 offered in and The was mated only with the
three-speed automatic transmission. This meant the 2. The turbo 2. It was dropped for in the
United States, while remaining available in Canada. An improved version would return in the
new-for Turbo GT. The Traction-Lok limited-slip differential was available for the first time in ,
with all engine combinations. A five-speed manual option arrived late during the model year,
originally only in the 2. While most of the Mustang was carried over in late for , there were some
changes and improvements on the then five-year-old "Fox-platform" model. The front fascia
was restyled with a more rounded nose and reshaped grill. New, wider horizontal taillights with
dedicated amber turn signals replaced the vertical sectioned units. This was also the first
Mustang to the use the "Blue Oval" Ford emblem on the exterior, both front and rear. Ford
added a convertible to the Mustang line for , after a nine-year absence. The majority of the
convertibles were equipped with the new 3. The turbocharged 2. Sales of the Turbo GT were
hurt by a higher base price but lower performance than the 5. The 3. They featured red GT
rocker stripes and tri-bar Pony emblems on the front fenders. A new "Quadra-Shock" rear
suspension, which replaced the slapper bars with horizontally mounted axle shocks, became
available after a few months of production. After , the TRX option was retired for the Mustang.
The new Mustang SVO appeared first in and was produced through Four-wheel disc brakes,
inch wheels, and an SVO-specific bi-plane rear spoiler were a few of the differences between the
SVO and the rest of the Mustang line. The unique front fascia featured an offset hood intake

duct for the turbo intercooler and a grill-less nose with sunken single rectangular sealed beam
headlamps, flush inboard parking lamps and wraparound outer turn signal lamps. The front end
was intended to use flush aerodynamic composite headlamps with replaceable bulbs, but these
had not been approved by the US DOT in time for production. For , the front fascia was restyled
with a grill-less nose with a horizontal air intake slot. This would be the last carbureted V8 in the
Mustang. In , the Mustang GT saw drivetrain including a new The 7. Central fuel injection was
used on the non-turbo 2. The federally-mandated center high-mounted brake light was mounted
on the now-standard rear spoiler for hatchbacks, inside the bottom of the rear window of the
notchback and on the rear edge the standard luggage rack on convertibles. The Mustang, using
the 4. Johnson had a race win in the Group A support race for the Australian Grand Prix , as
well as several placings in the and Australian Touring Car Championships. Both the coupe and
the hatchback body styles were offered. These Mexican built Mustangs had a hybrid appearance
from until , using some Mercury Capri body parts. The model had a Capri front fascia, whereas
the model had the standard Mustang front fascia. The Capri body style was used for the â€”
hatchback models which featured a "bubble" glass hatch lift gate, Capri taillights, and Capri
wide fenders, although models had the regular Mustang front fascia. A SVO option was
available for the model. By the mids, Mustang sales were slumping. Sales were over , units a
year, but were minimal compared to previous numbers. Ford believed that the Mustang had lost
its place in the market. They subsequently announced that they would replace the rear-wheel
drive Mustang with a Mazda -derived front-wheel-drive version. Mustang fans quickly responded
and sent Ford hundreds of thousands of letters, asking them to continue production of the
rear-wheel drive Mustang. Ford responded by continuing production of the rear-wheel drive
Mustang, and proceeded to rename the front-wheel-drive version as the Probe , which ended up
being a replacement for the Escort-based Ford EXP. In August , the Mustang received a facelift
for the model year on both the interior and exterior. The front end was restyled to look more like
the SVO which gave the car more of an "Aero" look, in keeping with Ford's overall modern
styling direction. The interior received an all new dash, center console and revised seat and
door trim. Taillights on the LX were revised with clear lenses for the turn signals while the GT
now wore specific body-colored triple louvered lenses. The quarter glass windows lost their
louvers and now sported a single larger flush piece of glass lettered with "Mustang" at the
bottom rear corners. V8-powered Mustangs received E7TE heads and forged aluminum pistons
with valve reliefs in , as opposed to the flat-tops used in the previous year. No major changes
were seen for , although the T-top roof option for hatchbacks was discontinued midyear. For ,
the Mustang's speed density computer system was replaced with a mass air system Mustangs
sold in California also had the MAF system. This change slightly reduced factory horsepower,
but it made Mustangs much easier to modify. Ford's only gesture at a 25th Anniversary Mustang
was small, a passenger-side dashboard emblem with galloping-horse logo affixed to all models
built between 27 March , and the end of model-year For , Mustang added a new steering wheel
featuring an airbag, and a revised lower driver's-side dash panel with knee bolster. The
available tilt-steering wheel, however, was discontinued in favor of the revised airbag-equipped
steering column. A limited run of 5. Ford, already having produced 4, vehicles 2, with the AOD
four-speed automatic overdrive, and 1, with the T-5 five-speed manual transmission , released
them for dealer availability. Revamped interior quarter panels for the model year did away with
the side armrests for rear seat passengers, but gained large speaker panels for improved sound
quality for the stereo. Door map pockets and clear coat paint also became standard for the
Mustang, along with the availability of optional leather interior trim. The model year changes to
the 2. A revised roof for the convertible allowed the top to fold closer to the body. V8-equipped
models received new 16" five-spoke 'star' alloy rims. This estimate was more accurate given the
previous power ratings were made before the addition of the mass air flow system, minor
revisions in the camshaft profile, and other various small changes made throughout the
production run. The seldom used individual power window switches, mounted within the
quarter panel speaker grilles in the back seat of convertible models, were removed. Control for
the rear power windows were now relegated to the driver's door switch panel. The black bumper
rub strips and side moldings on LX models were now body-colored. Also for , Limited Edition
models featured a Chrome Yellow exterior with black or white leather interior, or a Vibrant white
exterior with white leather interior. A Cobra R model was also produced for that used the same
engine as the regular Cobra. It featured larger brakes, Koni shocks and struts , engine oil cooler
, power steering cooler, and rear seat delete. Options such as air conditioning and a stereo
system were not available on the Cobra R. Production of the third generation Mustang
concluded in September The Mustang was the first for a CD player to be optional from the
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get your Fox Body Mustang looking brand new? Fox Body restoration is our specialty and we
carry everything you need to upgrade or restore your American muscle car. Choose from our
variety of restoration parts including headlights, taillights, carpet, seats, hoods, wheels, and
much more! Want to add horsepower and performance? Pick up a cold air intake, exhaust,
headers, camshaft, cylinders heads, underdrive pulleys, and more to get your Fox Body running
better than ever. The Mustang LX came standard with the 90 hp 2. Check out our Mustang Specs
Article for a more in-depth look! The 5. Both the LX and the GT were built with coil spring
MacPherson struts in the front, and a four-link coil spring suspension in the rear. Although was
the Mustang's 25th anniversary year, there was not a particularly special offering. Jack Roush
had engineered and mocked-up a Twin Turbo 5. The anniversary fox body concept had Koni
struts and shocks that were adjustable from the dash and more. Ford ultimately decided the car
was too extreme and chose to commemorate the anniversary with a small emblem on the dash
and window sticker. If you're looking for Ford Mustang Parts, check out the categories below for
easy searching. LMR has an extensive selection of performance parts, mods, and accessories
for the Mustang enthusiast. Show More Show Less. Related Articles. This is a simple actuator
that allows the computer to adjust air going through the throttle body while the butterfly is
closed to keep the engine running at idle roughly rpm. This is a potentiometer for the EEC
computer to send a reference voltage and monitors the output voltage to determine precise
throttle position. Often forgotten but important to check. Fox Mustangs come with a lot of hard
plastic vacuum lines that will crack with age. The Carbon canister is often a culprit of vacuum
leaks. Note: Some people recommend using things like carb cleaner to check for leaks engine
will speed up. When the 5. If the engine is running rich, it will have less oxygen and the O2
sensor will produce a higher voltage. You typically want to change these sensors after 60,
miles. If you still have an aging 2G alternator in your fox, check your voltage at rpm, it should be
at Low voltage below Underdrive pulleys may also aggravate the situation. Note: If you have a
3G upgrade, be sure you have a ground upgrade 4GA min. The MAF measures the mass of air
going into the engine, measuring this helps compensate for air density changes with altitude
and even the weather. Try and avoid an open-air filter element in the engine bay, it has been
known to cause surging issues on some Fox Mustangs. Poor fuel delivery will cause severe
problems including surging idle. The ACT is located on the lower intake manifold driver side ,
5th intake runner. All it does is tell the computer what the air temperature is to help it determine
the air density, it will provide extra spark advance if the air temp is cold enough. The ECT
sensor tells the computer if the engine is essentially cold, warm or hot. Both sensors have the
same thermistor, so the table values are the same. Its original purpose was to allow an engine
to operate underwater originated during WWII. The PCV in your fox fits in a rubber grommet that
plugs into the engine block at the rear of the lower intake manifold, hidden behind the upper.
The rubber grommet is notorious for not fitting tight or sealing as it should. To troubleshoot,
unplug your AC compressor and see if it makes a difference. Check out our EFI sensors and
thing article for a more in-depth look at how things work , as well as the SMOG article which is
closely related to the systems controlling the 5. You should see a reading between 0. Without
that reading, you may have bad wiring or connections. Throttle Position Sensor TPS This is a
potentiometer for the EEC computer to send a reference voltage and monitors the output
voltage to determine precise throttle position. To troubleshoot: In most cases the computer will
provide codes 23 or 63 for a failed TPS not there is no guarantee it will send those failure codes.
Slowly release the throttle and watch the voltage again. If you experience any of that, replace
the TPS sensor. Vacuum Leaks Often forgotten but important to check. Use pin 29 left O2 or pin
43 right O2 and the ground next to the computer ground. The individual O2 sensor should read
between 0. Low Voltage at Idle If you still have an aging 2G alternator in your fox, check your
voltage at rpm, it should be at Measure voltage across the pins, not between pins and ground!
You should see around 0. Check the resistance of the signal wiring from pin D on the MAF and

pin 50 at the computer, you should see less than 2 OHMs resistance Check the resistance of the
signal wiring from pin C on the MAF and pin 9 on the computer, you should see less than 2
OHMs resistance as well. More Reading Check out our EFI sensors and thing article for a more
in-depth look at how things work , as well as the SMOG article which is closely related to the
systems controlling the 5. You may also like. February 14, September 10, October 29, Images
are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. When the first 5. No
matter what engine Ford crammed into the Mustang II, it was still Pinto-based and muscle car
cues made it look like a five-foot tall weightlifter. It would endure until Ford offered the Fox body
Mustang in coupe or three-door hatchback versions, with 20 percent more interior space than
the previous car and a much more aerodynamic shape than the previous model. An 88 bhp 2.
Ford also offered European TRX metric-size wheels with Michelin tires, which confused tire
companies and owners alike. The V-8 had been reduced to cubic inches in , but Ford
re-introduced the V-8 as the 5. The company persisted with a turbo program, too, and an SVO
Turbo was launched in to celebrate 20 years of the Mustang. It cost thousands more than the
V-8 Mustang, but the 2. With a ram-air intake, the SVO could do mph in 7. It was only available
as a three-door hatchback, and had an interesting biplane rear spoiler arrangement. The V-8
received an upgrade in when the 5. Sales of V-8s jumped from 36, in to 45, in That same year the
SVO received an intercooled turbo which boosted power to bhp and a new front fascia, with
flush-mounted headlights. The 5. A 5-speed manual gearbox was standard with an overdrive
automatic transmission optional, and the model was available as a hatchback or convertible.
This would be the last year for the SVO turbo and a total of 9, were built. For the SVO nose with
its flush-mounted headlights was standardized across the range. A new dash was accompanied
by major revision of the body with air scoops, rocker panel moldings and front and rear
spoilers. Ford GT40 heads were used on the 5. Four-wheel disc brakes were fitted, and the
gearbox was beefed up. The result was mph in 6. The Camaro was also slightly quicker through
the quarter mile at 14 seconds against Ford countered with the Cobra R, essentially a street
legal racing version. It was a lightweight, with wind-up windows, no radio, no air conditioning,
basic front bucket seats and no rear seat. It had a stiffened floor pan, Koni double shocks,
larger radiator, and oil and power steering coolers. For all Hagerty Insurance clients: The values
shown do not imply coverage in this amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed value s on
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Mustang that's never been modified or messed with, as it spent the first 30 years of its life with
just one owner. Now it's available, and it checks the three important boxes: it's a coupe with a
manual transmission and a V8. It's hard to find a nice Fox Body, but this is that -- and it's
offered with the excitement of no reserve. The following maintenance items have been
addressed since the seller bought this car in June According to the seller, this car has been
repainted he believes likely within the last 10 years but has no documentation. You just
commented and need to wait a little while before posting again. As some of you mentioned,
finding an unmodified Fox Body 5. We are thankful that 68GTKR resisted the urge to mod it and
kept it very original. Congratulations to you and rmyles for putting together a deal on this great
five point oh! No overtime action here sadly, but it's great to see this no reserve Mustang sold!
Congrats rmyles! Yet another car I see climbing in value if left unmodified. Congrats to rmyles
for taking this one home, hope you enjoy this pure 80s pony-car! No Reserve 1 Owner until , 1 of
Built for U. Sell your car with us! It's easy. Get Started. Ended December 1 at pm Share.
Highlights THIS The seller reports that the original owner kept this Mustang until , when the
seller acquired the car from an auction. This Ford Mustang has the desirable powertrain
combination of a V8 engine and a 5-speed manual transmission. The attached AutoCheck
vehicle history report dates back to and shows no accidents in this car's past. It also shows that
it's a two-owner car that's been registered in Pennsylvania and Texas since new. The "Fox
Body" generation of the Ford Mustang has become iconic for its distinct styling and its return to
form for the Mustang when it replaced the Pinto-based Mustang II in The Fox Body Mustang
received a facelift for that brought with it more aerodynamic exterior styling, an upgraded
interior, and a more powerful V8 engine. Power comes from a 5. It turns the rear wheels via a
5-speed manual transmission. Known Flaws Faded exterior window trim Peeling door molding
Corrosion on bottom of doors Missing plastic cap in driver's door handle Corrosion on
underbody shown in the photo gallery Various scratches and paint flaws highlighted in the
photo gallery Broken door on center console storage tray Cracked plastic around front seat belt
buckles Worn carpet in passenger-side footwell Driver's seat shows wear as seen in pictures
Map light does not currently work Peeling weather stripping on driver-side doorjamb. Recent
Service History The following maintenance items have been addressed since the seller bought
this car in June Engine oil change New drain plug New oil level sensor New battery New
passenger-side window motor New front brake rotors, pads, and calipers Machined rear brake
drums New rear brake shoes and hardware New rear brake cylinders 1 new rear brake hose 2

new front brake hoses Brake fluid flush New shocks front, rear, and rear handling package
4-wheel alignment New fuel tank filler neck and gasket Air conditioning recharged and o-rings
replaced 1 tire replaced due to a puncture. Other Items Included in Sale 2 sets of keys Original
owner's manuals. Seller's Ownership History The seller bought this car in June Seller Notes
According to the seller, this car has been repainted he believes likely within the last 10 years
but has no documentation. Ask a question. Sold to. Add a Comment SpeedDemon25 Reputation
Icon 35 16h. Reputation Icon 1 Reply Flag as inappropriate. Reputation Icon 3 Reply Flag as
inappropriate. Reputation Icon 5 Reply. Reputation Icon 4 Reply Flag as inappropriate.
Reputation Icon 2 Reply Flag as inappropriate. MerWiz Reputation Icon 15 16h. Don't mess with
it ok. Keep it stock for as long as possible. Reputation Icon 5 Reply Flag as inappropriate.
Weezley Reputation Icon 52 16h. TawsifRulz Reputation Icon 16h. Nothing wrong with a clean
and simple sale. Congrats all parties. Well that was anticlimatic. Thanks to everyone. Reputation
Icon 8 Reply Flag as inappropriate. Cadman Registered Bidder Reputation Icon 6. Congrats
rmyles!!!! Ending soon. Exterior Interior All Photos To gain full access you must Register.
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Projects. Welcome New Members. Make Ford. Model Mustang. Car is all original other than it
was converted from a 4-lug pattern to 5-Lug in order to accommodate Cobra R rims. Car is in
good overall condition with a solid frame all around, torque boxes are in great shape along with
strut towers. Fog lights need to be hooked up along with directional light is not working. Check
engine light is on due to when I put cats on the exhaust it threw of the O2 Sensor. Engine is still
strong and the clutch is perfect. Great car to either drive as is or restore completely. I was in the
process of changing part of the interior to gray but haven't had time or money. The Paint job is
probably a 6 out of 10 with several imperfections. Power locks do not work. All of the weather
stripping has been replaced along with new head lights and tail lights. Feel free to email any
questions. Original owner. Purchased in April Black exterior all new paint and interior. Near
show car build quality. Immaculate exterior. No rust. Daily driver originally, then completely
overhauled in to current status. Build based loosely on American Iron Mustang series. Bullet
proof mechanicals. Every aspect of rebuild purposefully chosen to maximize track performance
and minimize weight. Designed for open track days at Pittsburgh International raceway track. As
a group 3 driver, my Mustang got around the track as quickly or quicker than any exotic
European or domestic sports car. Still streetable but at home on open road race track. Drive it to
the track, run it hard, then drive it home. Safe, reliable track day car. I will deliver car. Total
restoration details: Body Maier Racing front and rear 3" fiberglass fenders. Ford Racing Boss
block with 4 bolt mains, bored to 4. Preferable rod to stroke ratio than standard stroker. Great
power band that keeps on pulling when coming out of bends. Diamond custom aluminum
pistons with graphite coated side skirts to minimize friction and heat 3. Eagle micropolished
forged crankshaft 4. Eagle H-beams rods 5. ATI "super damper" harmonic balancer 6. Canton
7quart road race oil pan and windage tray. Custom Cams camshaft good for 6, rpm shifts.
Selected by Fox Lake Racing to maximize power of their cylinder heads 8. Flows cfm of air at.

Secured with Cometic head gaskets 9. Comp Ultra gold aluminum roller rockers. Light and
strong. Holley Systemax lower intake manifold custom port matched by Fox Lake for maximum
flow Accufab polished big 90mm throttle body with blank EGR spacer Chicane Racing "Fox
Box" cold air intake with 90mm mass air sensor. Draws cold air from inside front fender, not
engine bay. True cold air intake. Ford Racing black raised valve covers with raised plenum
Edelbrock polished high flow aluminum water pump and high flow polished water neck Griffin
high performance 2" aluminum radiator with custom shroud and dual fans with built in oil
cooler, manually operated from cockpit and filled with BeCool coolant. Massive air cooling. Can
run fans with engine off between lap sessions to cool motor Canton overflow coolant catch can
Pa performance mini starter Pa performance black alternator March high performance aluminum
pulleys. Smog pump removed. Shorter belt for less parasitic engine loss. Performance
distributors "hot forged" DUI distributor Optima red top battery in Steeda battery box mounted
in hatch for better weight distribution MSD ignition coil MSD 6AL-2 ignition box mounted in cab
Ford Racing black spark plug wires Bassani X pipe with Flowmaster mufflers and Flowmaster 3.
Aeromotive fuel rails and lines Glenns Performance aluminum sumped and baffled Tremec T
"Viper Spec" 6 speed manual transmission. Upgraded bronze fork pads for heavy duty use. SFI
approved steel bellhousing. Built by D D performance with reverse lockout for track use.
Reverse lockout controlled from cockpit. Anderson Motorsport aluminum flywheel 3. Pro 5. Ford
Racing 3. Torsen T2R differential 31 spline. Really puts the power to the road. Aluminum
differential cover for added strength. Maximum Motorsports race power steering pump. Never
over heats. New Redline power steering fluid. MM hybrid steering shaft from SN95 Mustang for
much improved steering response 3. Momo steering wheel 6. MM tie rod ends Brakes 1. Ford
Racing Cobra R disc brake kit. MM manual brake conversion kit with custom brake pedal for
great brake pedal feel on track 3. MM full length welded subframe connectors 2. MM 6 point roll
cage with bent down door bars for easy access 3. K-member brace Suspension everything
Maximum Motorsport offered 1. MM tubular K-member 3. MM forward offset and wider track
front control arms with Delrin bushings. MM front sway bar 5. MM adjustable rear sway bar 6.
MM rear Torque arm 7. MM rear Panhard bar 8. MM race rear lower control arms 9. Lots of grip
Interior 1. Corbeau FX1 Pro fixed back racing seats. Black microseude. Corbeau 5 point harness
belts with quick release 3. Autometer Ultralite mechanical gauges speedometer, tachometer,
fuel level and voltage meter in custom Florida 5. Painless Power Panel dash switch panel for
control of both driver and passenger side radiator fans and reverse lockout 6. All sound
deadening, radio, speakers, carpet and rear seats removed to save weight. Vern Eide Classics
W 59th St. Beautiful Survivor Condition All Original. This beautiful fox body was "Grandmas
Sunday Driver" Just out of an estate! Excellent Condition, Just serviced with all fluids! Body,
Paint and Interior are in amazing original condition. Check out the motor compartment again all
original with all the factory stickers intact, Clean one owner accident free Car Fax Report.
Trades Welcome. Directions to Dealer? COM This is a true mustang 25th anniversary. The
mustang debuted in year and a half as models. Mustangs made from mid and carried the 25
Years dashboard emblem. BUT - Ford starting putting airbags in all cars in , per the new law.
That is a true 25th anniversary car. I left the O2 sensors in a white ford racing box in the front
seat 7 Ford racing 9mm spark plug wires 8 MSD cap and rotor 9 new plugs 10 new power
steering pump 12 new fan and fan clutch 13 Ford Racing hight temperature hoses - from the
SSP police package. Please do not bid if you're not seriously interested or financially able to
purchase this vehicle. Please read eBay's User Agreement. Signature Motorsports Corp. If you
plan to have a buyers inspection, please make sure you inspect the vehicle prior to the auction
ending. Inspection fees if any are Buyers responsibility. No representations or warranties are
made by seller, nor are any representations or warranties relied upon by bidders in making bids.
Out of state buyers are responsible for all state, county, city taxes and fees, as well as title
service fees in the state that the vehicle will be registered. All taxes and fees must be paid in full
in order for vehicle to be titled and registered. So be it your stylish new sports sedan or SUV
Sports Utility Vehicle , a vintage or a luxurious car, everything can be safely transported to your
desired destination in a hassle-free way. In fact, their area of operations goes beyond national
borders and extends to number of foreign countries. Call Daniel at to get free auto transport
Quote. We are not responsible if your financing doesn't go through as planned or if your funds
are not available to complete transaction within the given time agreed on purchase. The
purchaser or prospective purchaser should verify with the Seller the accuracy of all the
information listed within this ad. Selling a Vehicle? Create Professional Listings Fast and Easy.
Click Here! This is a real GT convertible fox body mustang that can be used as a daily driver or
take it to the track and have fun with it! This is truly a must see. Ross racing pistons 9. Header
BBK. Full 3in Exhaust. Flowmasters Frame Connectors. Drag shock If you have any questions
or concerns please don't hesitate to contact me at This is NOT a kids car. This car will NOT be

sold to anyone who is under 18 years old. This Mustang will flat out get it. A blast to drive. This
Automatic trans gives you the option to shift it Manually. The transmission has been
professionally gone through and a shift kit has been added. The best of both shifting worlds.
Extreme Head Turner. Sounds like it has a big block in it. Great for car shows and cruise ins.
You will get a lot of thumbs up and attention with this car. Very well maintained. Spent all its life
in MI. Based on the Vehicle History Report and the mileage increments, I would guess that since
it was basically used for weekend driving and car shows. That's my guess any way. Recent oil
change and fuel filter change. Tastefully done upgrades with dependability in mind. Near as I
can tell, everything works right. There are a couple cracks in the rear bumper. There is a small
dent on the driver's side rear quarter panel edge just in front of the rear tail light. This is a great
car and a blast to drive. If you have any questions, please message, text or call. Please not after
11pm. I reserve the right to end this auction at any time with out any winners. Preferred
Payment Method: Cash in Person. If you need this shipped, we can talk. Thanks for looking. The
rear window frames are in excellent condition. Bidder Questions. Yes, the headliner is in Perfect
factory condition. I posted a pic, last pic, of the rear hatch factory plastic under hatch red cover
panel that I installed that was missing when I purchased the car. There is zero door hang on
either side. Up for sale is my Ford Mustang GT. Vortech supercharged. Selling it because the
rings in the 7 cylinder 3rd back from front drivers side are bad, causing the spark plug to foul up
almost immediately, and I can't afford to put any more money into it. I had new Cometic head
gaskets put on about 1k miles ago after the old ones blew last year, and the shop said there was
some rust in the 7 cylinder from water sitting in there from the blown gasket, but that it might
last some before a rebuild. So, with my blessing, we put new gaskets on, and it ran great for a
little bit, but now it needs to be rebuilt. Will list parts below, basically all the car needs is a new
shortblock, or this one rebuilt, and it should run low 11s on drag radials and high 10s on slicks.
Car dyno'd at whp with an I was just not expecting the rings to go this quick, and I can't put any
more money into the car, so it needs to go to a new home instead of sitting in my driveway
again for a while. This combo was first in my other Mustang with no Vortech, but unfortunately I
wrecked that one, so I acquired this car from a friend which had the Vortech already installed,
and I just slid my drivetrain in and did all the suspension work. Tune done by George MPC. I
know what the parts on the car are worth, and what it's worth parted out, so I won't take any
lowball offers, sorry. I will drive the car around a little bit to keep the fluids and tires moving.
Clear title in hand. Buyer is responsible for any shipping, but I will assist with loading the car.
Thanks for looking, and please let me know if you have any questions. Got a classic car to sell?
We can Sell it! Call us Today! Auction results over the past few years have certainly shown this
trend. Collectors have really taken notice, and vehicles like this '89 Ford Mustang GT
convertible won't last long under our showroom lights. With its original drivetrain still intact,
and boasting under 32, miles, this Mustang has a lot going for it. It's hard to believe that this GT
is now cresting 26 years old. One, because its hard to believe that was over 25 years ago, and
two, because of how good a shape this fox body is. Step back and enjoy a view straight from
the final year of the 80's. Covered in a gorgeous shade of white, the body is accented by a
bright red stripe that runs the length of the body. The headlight and taillight lenses are clean
and clear, it's obvious this car enjoyed a pampered life. What little chrome there is, is extremely
bright and this vehicle proudly wears the famous 5. The blue oval badges up front and out back
are about as vibrant as they were when this Mustang rolled off the assembly line 26 years ago!
Inside is truly where this car really shines. Featuring a two-tone red and black interior, sitting in
this car is like sitting in a time capsule. The red seats are firm and appear to have seen very little
use. It's not just an 80's time capsule, this Mustang features all of the amenities we've come to
know and love. Lift the hood, and staring back at you is a very clean engine bay. Front and
center is a 5. Labeled with 5. The fuel injected engine starts up quickly, idles smoothly and
barks a throaty growl when you blip the throttle. Add in power steering, power front disc brakes,
air conditioning, and anti-lock brakes and now you have a Mustang that is a blast to drive.
Underneath you'll find a strong automatic transmission that twists the factory rear end. Overall,
the undercarriage is clean, and still visible is the factory overspray. At the corners, you will find
what appears to be the original 15" rims that are wrapped in Goodyear Eagle rubber. Trust us,
you don't need to shell out six figures to enjoy a vehicle that can prove to be a great investment.
It's hard to find a Fox body Mustang that hasn't been modified in some way in the past. To come
across one like this, that is still in stock form, with low miles and excellent condition is an
opportunity worth jumping on. This car is simply a great buy. Call today! Per the eBay User
Agreement, by placing a bid you are entering into a legally binding contract and are committed
to purchasing the vehicle described above. The details of this commitment are further outlined
in the eBay User Agreement. Vehicle may be sold by Streetside Classic Cars prior to the end of
the auction. Streetside Classic Cars reserves the right to end its auctions early or to cancel bids

solely at its discretion and shall not be held liable for any such cancellation. The winning bidder
is required to contact Streetside Classic Cars within 24 hours after the close of the auction to
finalize the details of the transaction. This deposit reserves the vehicle and removes it from the
market. Acceptable payment types for deposit are: credit card, wire transfer, cashier's check,
and money order. If winning bidder does not contact Streetside Classic Cars and submit deposit
within 48 hours of auction close, vehicle may be made available to the next highest bidder or
another qualified buyer on a first come, first serve basis. Streetside Classic Cars has
represented this vehicle to the best of its ability. Prospective bidders are encouraged to contact
us directly to provide additional information or answer any questions. Please be aware that all
pre-owned vehicles, regardless of age, mileage, or manufacturer are subject to cosmetic wear
and mechanical failure. Streetside Classic Cars encourages bidder to have a personal
inspection completed prior to delivery to help ensure your satisfaction. Third party inspections
are to take place prior to a vehicles shipment or delivery. All vehicles are sold "AS IS" and with
no warranties expressed or implied. Final or winning bid price does not include shipping, tax,
title, or registration fees. It is the purchaser's responsibility to provide for any state or local
taxes and shipping expenses resulting from the sale. We can assist you in delivery through our
network of private and commercial carriers. Most of them can deliver the vehicle to your
driveway. We assume no responsibility for damages or delays incurred once a vehicle is in a
shipper's custody. Streetside Classic Cars bears no liability and shall be held harmless for any
complications, expenses, or damages resulting from a failure to meet these terms as they have
been set forth and established herein. Information is provided to the best of our knowledge and
that of the owners of the vehicles, and we make no warranty or representation regarding the
accuracy, truth, or reliability of such information. We cannot be responsible for any errors,
omissions, or inaccuracies contained in information provided by third parties. Streetside
Classics is not an expert in the construction, engineering, finishes, materials, and componentry
of every single vehicle we sell. It is the responsibility of the buyer to either inspect the vehicle
personally or via a 3rd party, to ensure satisfaction to the condition and value, prior to
purchase. Streetside Classics strives to perform extensive visual inspections on all vehicles we
represent but we do not disassemble vehicles or components for inspection purposes and
therefore it is always possible that there is hidden damage that is not readily apparent. All
vehicles are sold AS-IS with no warranties expressed or implied. Please call or email any one of
our showrooms at: Charlotte Showroom Phone: Email sales-cha streetsideclassics. Our sales
staff is very knowledgeable and can assist you in every aspect of the purchase. International
buyers welcome! Click here for an estimate. If you decide to purchase from us, we require that
you give us your complete name, address and phone numbers home, office, mobile and fax and
a port of entry that handles containers. All international purchases must be paid by bank wire
transfer in US Dollar funds only. Once we have received the funds, we will prepare the car for
international shipment through one of our approved land and ocean carriers. We file all the
necessary documents for export, deliver the car to a US port, secure it in containers and board
an ocean carrier. We can land a vehicle to any port worldwide handling container traffic. We
export cars regularly and are familiar with export requirements. You, or your agent, are
responsible for Custom clearing the vehicle and registration in your own country. Mint
condition Fox Body Convertible! Automatic transmission and perfect interior. Original paint and
wheels. Brand new convertible top. It's hard to find one this nice - especially at this price! This
is an amazing future collectible. We are a family-owned dealership with a very experienced staff.
We have the friendliest, no- pressure sales force in the industry. Try us and you'll see!! Only
63K miles and you can tell by how nice this mustang looks. If you are looking for a fox body
mustang, look no further. This has white exterior, white interior, and a black top. Fox Body
enthusiasts, don't miss your opportunity to call this beauty your own! Ad provided by
ClassicCars. I am a major Mustang guy that loves these cars, and as a Marine I expect honor
and integrity. Hopefully that is sufficient enough information to politely ask those who are not
serious about owning a car of this condition and quality to look elsewhere, no disrespect
intended. I have the original window sticker, warranty card, even the original sales paperwork!. I
mean how often do you come across a 27 year old Foxbody Mustang Convertible with the highly
desirable color combination of Scarlet Red with the Black Top with only actual miles? It is worth
every penny of the BIN asking price. My GT daily driver has , miles, that I have owned since
August of new. My engine has never been rebuilt and you could eat of it! The car runs 12s in the
quarter mile to this day! These cars will run forever if well cared for and not abused. These cars
are special, and the aftermarket that supports them continues to ensure that owners will never
have difficulty finding parts. It lets you compare similar vehicles with ease. It reduces the risk in
buying a used vehicle. AutoCheck receives its accident data from government sources and
independent agencies, and based on the information available to us, we have found that no

accidents have been reported on this vehicle. When reported to AutoCheck, these events can
indicate serious past damage or other significant problems, and disqualifies the vehicle for
AutoCheck Buyback Protection. Check the Vehicle Use and Event Check for reported accidents
that can affect vehicle safety and value. AutoCheck uses business rules to determine if reported
odometer readings are significantly less than previously reported values. Not all reported
odometer readings are used. Title and auction events also report odometer tampering or
breakage. Other events show if the vehicle has a reported accident and how many calculated
accidents or if it has been reported stolen or repossessed. It is recommended to have
pre-owned vehicles inspected by a third party prior to purchase. Any discrepancies will be in
bold text. More information is available in the full AutoCheck glossary. These AutoCheck Terms
and Conditions are also available at any time at If you obtained the report from a dealer, the
dealer has been provided with the terms and can share them with you. These Buyback
Protection Terms and Conditions are also available to you at any time at With expert data
handling, the Experian Automotive database houses over 4 billion records on a half a billion
vehicles. Every AutoCheck vehicle history report will give you confidence when buying or
selling your next used vehicle, with superior customer service every step of the way. Patent
Notice Certain aspects of this vehicle history report may be covered by U. Patent 8,, I wouldn't
bet against them, particularly when cars like this Saleen Mustang convertible remain eminently
affordable. Prices can only keep going up from here, right? Saleen was always quick to point
out that they were not a mere "tuner" but rather a small-volume manufacturer, and in terms of
collectability, that makes a world of difference. It means that this heavily documented,
supercharged Saleen , by the way has a Saleen VIN and serial number, ensuring its exclusivity.
And while Saleen would sell their parts to the average Mustang owner, having one with that
all-important serial number ahead of the driver's headlight means the world to enthusiasts. With
just 22, original miles, this is perhaps the finest Saleen we've featured and it shows a lifetime of
expert and careful maintenance. The Saleen body kit is stylish yet restrained, save for the
massive rear wing which was the car's most distinctive feature. The white paint is in excellent
condition overall, and you can't even tell where the Saleen parts were added and the factory
paint ends, which is a testament to the care with which these cars were built they were roughly
twice as expensive as standard Mustangs. The distinctive Saleen graphics package highlights
the rockers and it still carries its Ford-applied pinstripe along the flanks, too. All of it remains in
first-class shape, making this an excellent choice for future appreciation. Special Recaro
buckets were wrapped in gray fabric that's as grippy as Velcro, then piped in red for some
contrast. The original rear seat was finished to match, as were the door panels. Other Saleen
touches include a MOMO steering wheel, MPH speedometer the original went to 85, which was
pretty lame , an upgraded Pioneer stereo system designed to Saleen's specifications, and a
special shifter. The 2-point roll hoop was an option that very few convertible owners selected
but it definitely helps reinforce the chassis. As you'd expect, everything is in first-rate condition
and fully functional save for the heater, which is typical of low-mileage Fox-body Mustangs.
Even the trunk looks completely unused! A glance at the original window sticker is proof that
this Saleen was supercharged from the start, making it one of only a handful so equipped priced
a supercharged GT lately? The Paxton blower is quiet and unobtrusive, force-feeding the 5. It
also enjoys the benefit of a GT40 tubular intake, which is ideally suited to boosted applications.
Saleen included a special engine calibration as part of their upgrades, yet the car is docile
enough to be a daily driver. The suspension is heavily massaged, using Saleen Racecraft
springs, shocks, and sway bars, along with special bushings, 4-wheel disc brakes, and chassis
reinforcements that make a huge difference in the way the car feels. Drive this back-to-back with
any other Fox Mustang and they don't even feel like the same kind of car. And all of it is in
excellent shape, indicative of the low mileage and expert care. Documented with the original
dealer invoice, bill of sale, 2-owner clean Carfax, and owner's manual, plus all the Ford papers,
this incredible Saleen Mustang is a very rare find. Brooklyn, NY. Commerce City, CO.
Fitzwilliam, NH. South Milwaukee, WI. Absarokee, MT. Rock Hill, SC. Alert Successfully Created.
Save search. Ford : Mustang GT ford mustang gt 5. Year Make Ford Model Mustang. Ford :
Mustang GT 5. Ford : Mustang GT 32 original miles 5. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Mileage Posted Over 1 Month. Ford : Mustang LX ford mustang lx 5. Prev 1 2 3 Next. Make Ford 13
Lincoln 1 Toyota 1. Category Beta Convertible ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear
Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Finding an original owner Fox Body is a
monumental task these days, especially for a non-Saleen or GT model. The rest of them rarely
led a pampered existence like this LX 5. Although it now sports some modifications, they are all
reversible and at its core, you still have a clean LX-level trim with a robust V8 and manual
transmission to play with. This Mustang is a 25th anniversary model, which seems to be a
dress-up package featuring nothing more than some additional badges. The current wheels are

aftermarket SVT five-spokes; original wheels are included, mounted on snow tires. No cracks
appear in the dash, although an aftermarket radio head unit is present. Carpets look pretty
clean, too. The venerable 5. With the exterior of the car still appearing mostly stock, this LX 5.
Hideous wheels!? I love the wheels. Or rimsâ€¦ Nice car!! Not sure about that? This body was
from and if I remember it had a 5 spoke metallic silver painted wheels. Not sure when the 10
hole wheels ended? That is how I remember it in when I was looking at one to buy it brand new.
I bought an 89 IROC convertible instead. I am a GM guy, probably should have bought the
mustang!! The wheels on the barn find car look to like cobra r wheels and l loved them but to
each his own. The engine block, headers, injection system have all been replaced. No mention
of availability of the originals. Considering this persons penchant to hot-rod NOS system, cold
air intake, etc. I wonder about the rest of the car. It was blue with grey interior, like this one. The
engine was bullet-proof. I had over K miles on it when I sold it to a friend when I was moving. On
the 30th anniversary of its purchase I did a couple burn-outs without warming the engine up and
blew a head gaske
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t. Until then only the valve covers had been off to replace leaky gaskets. Years ago, with the 2.
It fits me and my needs like a glove. Thanks for the memories, Jeff! Don't post your car for sale
in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without
commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later.
Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Jeff Lavery. Like This? Get Our Daily Email.
Comments Steve R. Nice car. Hideous wheels. Steve R 8. Brian K. I want to like the rims, I really
do. I guess I prefer the factory rims though. Tom Member. DayDreamBeliever Member. I thought
the five spoke pony wheels came in 90 with the airbag? Todd Fitch Staff. Rare Fins: Cadillac
Eldorado Seville. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily
newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached!

